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1. Question: Are ITEP students eligible to be residents within the CTC residency grant 

program with the assurance that their program plan allows the potential resident to 

graduate and receive a [preliminary] credential at the end of the residency program?  

Answer: Yes.  

2. Question: Is there any reason why we should choose to apply for the later Teacher 

Residency Expansion Grant as opposed to the Teacher Residency Implementation Grant 

due in October 2022? 

Answer: This is a local decision. Please consider attending one of the information 

sessions hosted by the CA Residency Lab as they are designed to support LEAs as they 

compare the different teacher residency grant programs and prepare applications.  

3. Question: If we apply for the Implementation Grant in October 2022, will we know the 

results prior to the Teacher Residency Expansion Grant deadline and have the 

opportunity to improve our application and resubmit for an Expansion Grant?  

Answer: Yes.  

4. Question: I understand there is a 5% cap for Program Administration (Indirect costs). Is 

there a cap on the percent of funds for the LEA Personnel or IHE Personnel categories 

on Appendix G?  

Answer: Legislative language does not provide any limit or guidance on this topic.  This 

is a local decision that would be detailed in the application narrative and evaluated as a 

part of the competitive application process. 

5. Question: We are applying for the implementation grant and we were wondering if we 

could hire a new staff member to oversee the program as a match?  Rather than using 

6-7 staff members’ time coordinating the program as a match we would rather have one 

point of contact for our residency program.  

Answer: This is a local decision that would be detailed in the application narrative and 

evaluated as a part of the competitive application process. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AqvCiokRQDtgPyQKIJjfUFpuSyQ_7sc3/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AqvCiokRQDtgPyQKIJjfUFpuSyQ_7sc3/view


6. Question: Appendix H-question 3 states "densely populated"- How does the CTC define 

"densely populated?" 

Answer: Legislative language does not provide any guidance on this topic.  If the LEA’s 

local region regularly refers to the LEA as being densely populated or as an urban area, 

the applicant may indicate that they meet that priority point. 


